Drosophila TIMP is a potent inhibitor of MMPs and TACE: similarities in structure and function to TIMP-3.
The four tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs) are endogenous inhibitors that regulate the activity of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and certain disintegrin and metalloproteinase (ADAM) family proteases in mammals. The protease inhibitory activity is present in the N-terminal domains of TIMPs (N-TIMPs). In this work, the N-terminal inhibitory domain of the only TIMP produced by Drosophila (dN-TIMP) was expressed in Escherichia coli and folded in vitro. The purified recombinant protein is a potent inhibitor of human MMPs, including membrane-type 1-MMP, although it lacks a disulfide bond that is conserved in all other known N-TIMPs. Titration with the catalytic domain of human MMP-3 [MMP-3(DeltaC)] showed that dN-TIMP prepared by this method is correctly folded and fully active. dN-TIMP also inhibits, in vitro, the activity of the only two MMPs of Drosophila, dm1- and dm2-MMPs, indicating that the Drosophila TIMP is an endogenous inhibitor of the Drosophila MMPs. dN-TIMP resembles mammalian N-TIMP-3 in strongly inhibiting human tumor necrosis factor-alpha-converting enzyme (TACE/ADAM17) but is a weak inhibitor of human ADAM10. Models of the structures of dN-TIMP and N-TIMP-3 are strikingly similar in surface charge distribution, which may explain their functional similarity. Although the gene duplication events that led to the evolutionary development of the four mammalian TIMPs might be expected to be associated with functional specialization, Timp-3 appears to have conserved most of the functions of the ancestral TIMP gene.